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Progress of hardware components provides the growth of computer performance ap-
proximately every decade. Along with increasing complexity of computer components, 
there is also the trend to miniaturization. All these imply the need in new ways of com-
ponents interconnections with efficient interface communications inside modern com-
puters. On the other hand, the progress of hardware components and miniaturization 
result to the rise of heat release. New ways of cooling are constantly developing for 
modern computers, including laptops, tablets and smartphones. However, not all of 
them are efficient enough. 
Having communications and cooling systems separately often makes it impossible to 
miniaturize a computer device. In order to succeed in this direction, the combination of 
both systems is needed. The new system should not only allow the hybrid design, but 
also provide efficient cooling and information transmission. 
In this thesis, the statement of efficient joint cooling and information transmission is 
described. System design, the choice of necessary materials, properties of signal propa-
gation and performance evaluation of the results for cooling and data transfer are pro-
vided in the thesis. 
It is shown that the terahertz frequency range is the most suitable for the information 
exchange between hardware components as it could provide extremely high data rates. 
However, it requires specific conditions for proper performance including non-
absorbing materials.     
A system based on heat pipes is proposed. The heat pipes, working as a cooling system 
as well as a waveguide, have cooling medium inside and metal casing. Cooling medium 
and metal casing should satisfy both cooling and transmission requirements. The best 
choice of cooling medium is a refrigerant, especially isobutane, as it does not have ab-
sorption and provides the best cooling properties. The best casing is copper as it ensures 
good reflectivity for the propagated signal and thermal conductivity for the heat trans-
fer. 
The results of the cooling evaluation are reached through MATLAB software calcula-
tions. Transmission performance is calculated in the COMSOL Multiphysics simulation 
software. The results prove that the materials are chosen right and the system is efficient 
for the use in modern computers. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Communications types 
Modern computers based on integrated circuits are hundreds of times less in size and 
millions of times more efficient than the early machines. Such progress became possible 
due to invention of integrated circuits and the following increasing of their number and 
complexity inside the computer components. Providing efficient communications be-
tween computer components (e.g., Central Processing Unit and Graphical Processing 
Unit) is of importance in order to have sufficient data rates and rational networking. The 
conventional way to connect intra-computer components is the use of multilane buses. 
However, they are not effective enough anymore due to components progress. First, 
buses require large physical space what is problematic in the worldwide trend to minia-
turization. Secondly, they already cannot provide the appropriate data rate even by the 
modern interfaces such as PCI Express. One way to increase the communication rate is 
to use advanced coding techniques [27]. However, the new ways for efficient communi-
cations are needed in order to satisfy the computer progress requirements.  
Nowadays, wired and wireless proposals exist for intra-computer communications as 
well as for on-board communications. By intra-computer communications, we mean the 
conventional point-to-point way of connection between components. On-board commu-
nications is a new paradigm for computer chip-to-chip communications. It allows in-
formation transmission between the main components, such as CPU and GPU, by 
means of transmitter and receiver installation directly on the printed boards.  
Wired solutions are mostly based on fiber optic technology where traditional metal 
(aluminum or copper) wiring between components is replaced with more efficient fiber-
optic cables. Such cables carry information signals using pulses of light instead of elec-
trical signal in metal wires. In spite of the expensive cost, the use of these cables in-
creases due to extremely high data rates. Besides, fiber optics is less susceptible to elec-
trical interference and requires less power. Fiber optic technology is also suitable for on-
board communications. Graded-index core polymer optical waveguides were presented 
in [15] for optical on-board interconnections. However, except the price, fiber optics is 
limited from widespread use for computer components communications due to com-
plexity of networking between them. Active research is directed to make optical multi-
plexers and optoelectronic converters in smaller dimensions as it allows to reduce the 
required space, e.g. in [23] compact multi-fiber receptacle has been developed for on-
board communications what enables to achieve dense fiber connection. 
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On the other hand, wireless chip-to-chip communications allows having significantly 
lower network complexity, system miniaturization [14] and enables broadcasting and 
multicasting capabilities. However, existing wireless systems (WiFi, Bluetooth) provide 
significantly lower interface capacity than wired systems. Moreover, the efficient medi-
um access control is still needed to be developed for the open space wireless systems. 
The hot research topic nowadays is the usage of antennas at the 60 GHz wireless spec-
trum, which is between approximately 57 GHz and 66 GHz. Broadband signal up to 
9 GHz allows getting high data rate for a short range communications with excellent 
interference immunity. Operating frequency of 66 GHz for chip-to-chip and intra-chip 
wireless communications allows for bigger absolute bandwidths; besides, the state of 
the art RF CMOS technology maintains operation in that frequency range [28]. Another 
tendency is the optical wireless communications (OWC). OWC systems enable wireless 
connectivity using infrared, visible or ultraviolet bands. They typically offer a cost-
effective protocol-transparent link with high data rates and utilize laser transmitters 
[25], [13]. The ultra-short range OWC systems are suitable for chip-to-chip communica-
tions as they provide broadband services, easy deployment and no license requirement 
[11]. Due to these advantages, the OWC systems were developed at the beginning of the 
last century. However, the interest on them decreased as the experiments did not prom-
ise any baggage of technological development. Moreover, electromagnetic waves at 
optical frequencies interact with the atmosphere stronger than the microwave waves 
[22].  All these, as well as the fact that short-range OW systems with point-to-point 
links work at distances typically limited to a few tens of millimeters, make the OWC 
inapplicable for the on-board communications at the present time.  
The last promising trend is the communications at the terahertz frequencies. Communi-
cations at the terahertz frequency range 0.1 – 10 THz has several advantages including 
ultra-wide unlicensed bandwidth and non ionizing radiation. Such UWB gives the op-
portunity to achieve extremely high capacity over the distances up to one meter [4]. The 
absence of ionizing effects makes the THz radiation biologically innocuous and, thus, 
suitable for mass-market usage. The only drawback for communication purpose is that 
the THz radiation is absorbed by water and water-containing substances (e.g., humid 
air). This makes inefficient the use of THz communications in open space environment 
with water vapor molecules.  
1.2 On-board communications 
Typically used nowadays buses communications requires significant amount of wires, 
complex networking between components and, moreover, does not provide essential 
interface capacity, while hardware components become more and more powerful. The 
same situation one can observe with optical communications except providing signifi-
cantly higher capacity. However, price and the need in appropriate optical multiplexers 
and optoelectronic converters limit widespread use of fiber optics. 
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The most effective communications could be the above mentioned on-board communi-
cations used for component-to-component connections inside a computer. This study is 
performed under the umbrella of Board-to-Board (B2B) communications [12] and 
standardized by IEEE 802.15. IEEE 802.15 is a communications specification provided 
by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) IEEE 802 standards 
committee for wireless personal area networks (WPANs). The IEEE 802.15 Working 
group aims on the development of standards for WPANs and short distances wireless 
networks. Such networks address wireless networking technology of portable and mo-
bile computing devices such as PCs, peripherals, cell phones, and other electronics, al-
lowing these devices to communicate and interoperate with each other. The IEEE 
802.15 Working group is divided into two major categories TG4 (low rate) providing 
data rates of 20 to 250 Kbps and TG3 (high rate) supporting data rates up to 55 Mbps. 
The IEEE 802.15.3 Task Group 3c (TG3c) formed in March 2005 operates with the 
millimeter-wave networks and provides data speed up to several Gbps. 
One way of on-board communications is wireless technology which allows getting rid 
of wires and saving physical space. The major shortcoming of wireless communications 
is significantly low interface capacity. Besides, wireless signal could be easily blocked 
by other components or have essential interference with other devices. All these make 
the wireless solutions not very attractive for the use in this particular field.  
In 2008 IEEE 802.15 created the THz Interest Group (IG THz) focused on THz com-
munications and related network applications operating in the THz frequency range 
between 275 – 3000GHz. Such THz communications would provide wireless modula-
tion methods of limited complexity and offer very high data rates in multiples of 
10 Gbps, and up to possibly 1 Tbps. THz applications include component to component, 
board to board, machine to machine, human to machine and human to human, wireless 
communications [9]. THz communications is suitable for short distances (few centime-
ters) with extremely high data rates (a few Tbps) as well as for longer distances of sev-
eral kilometers but with lower data transfer rates. Such data rates make the THz com-
munications very attractive for chip-to-chip interconnections and research under the 
B2B communications is a hot topic nowadays. 
THz communications requires special conditions for the effective information transmis-
sion and could not be used in the open space as it contains water vapor molecules ab-
sorbing THz radiation. The solution could be the use of waveguides with certain non-
absorbing medium. Such approach would provide the possible data rates of THz com-
munications up to 1 Tbps. Besides, the system could be combined with the cooling sys-
tem inside the computer as we have pipes (waveguides) which could be filled by special 
cooling fluid. In spite of the fact, that THz communications has lower capacity capabili-
ties than optical one, it would allow joining two functionalities in one system and, thus, 
saving physical space in a computer. 
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1.3 Cooling system types 
Besides components interconnections, increasing the complexity of computer compo-
nents leads to rise of heat release. Thus, the efficient cooling of electronic components 
is another challenge for modern computers. Computer cooling should provide the re-
moving of redundant heat produced by hardware components in order to keep the tem-
perature of components within permissible operating temperature limits. Typically, 
cooling scheme divided into two groups: 1) reducing the ambient temperature within a 
computer casing 2) cooling an individual component or a small surrounding area. Com-
puter components which commonly cooled individually are CPU, GPU and the north-
bridge. 
Early personal computers were able to use only passive cooling by natural convection. 
A passive heat-sink cooling implies attaching a block of metal to the part that requires 
cooling. Metal is used because its heat conductivity is higher than that of air, so it radi-
ates heat better than the component that needs cooling. A historical solution for a desk-
top computer was fan-cooled aluminium heat sinks. Now such sinks usually include 
copper. 
While passive cooling produces no fan noise and needs no extra power for cooling sys-
tem, it can be not sufficient for modern computers. 
Modern hardware components are usually designed to generate as little heat as possible. 
Besides, computers and operating systems may be designed to decrease power con-
sumption and, consequently, heat generation according to workload. However, there is 
still more heat that can be produced than that can be removed without additional cooling 
system. 
The so-called Thermal Design Power (TDP) describes the maximum amount of heat, 
generated by the component that should be dissipated by the cooling system. The in-
creasing the complexity of hardware components influences on the TDP value. Growing 
TDP requires efficient cooling system.  
Different solutions and their combinations, including mechanical fans, water-cooling 
systems, metallic pipes and other methods, are used in laptops and personal computers 
(PCs), depending on the TDP parameter and available physical space. Water-cooling 
systems and other liquid systems are mostly used in stationary computers with high-
performance CPUs and GPUs. Typically, it is powerful machines with special software 
for simulations tasks or gaming computers. However, water cooling has a number of 
drawbacks, including installation difficulties, the need in good isolation and significant 
physical space. Liquid cooling is normally combined with air cooling: liquid cooling for 
the hottest components (CPUs, GPU) and air cooling for other components. The only 
fan is almost not applicable as it is not efficient any more. At least the combination of 
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several fans is utilized if physical space is enough for that. Laptops utilize combination 
of fans and heat sinks based on the metallic pipes. In computers, heat pipes are normally 
used for CPU cooling. The heat sink on the CPU is attached to a larger radiator heat 
sink, and together they form a large heat pipe. The radiator is cooled using some con-
ventional method. Overall, heat pipes are expensive and usually used if space is tight (in 
small computers and laptops) or fan noise is not acceptable (audio). Also, many desktop 
CPUs and GPUs use heat pipes because of the efficiency of this method. However, such 
cooling of laptops is still not kept pace with the components progress as well as the 
miniaturization requirements. The new efficient methods are required for cooling of 
modernly equipped computer. 
1.4 Problem definition 
In order to avoid difficulties of complex networking for signal transmission and addi-
tional cooling equipment, we propose to build the one system with simultaneous cooling 
and information transmission. Besides, such system allows reducing the physical space 
and, hence, miniaturizing the devices where it would be installed. Terahertz frequency 
range is chosen for data transfer due to attractive properties of the THz radiation for 
short distances. However, such radiation has absorbing property, which should be taken 
into account when choosing cooling medium and other materials of the system. 
The system should take advantages of cooling system and be applicable for information 
transmission. Waveguides, filled with specific cooling substance in order to serve as the 
heat pipes, should be used for data transfer. Materials of the system should be chosen in 
order to provide the best possible signal propagation and simultaneous heat dissipation 
from the components. The thesis provides particular solutions for all system elements 
including waveguide design, the cooling medium, and estimation of the system perfor-
mance with respect to both cooling and transmission functionalities. 
1.5 Thesis Outline  
The core of this thesis is the performance evaluation of joint cooling and information 
transmission for on-board communications. In order to provide the results, the following 
tasks should be solved: 
- system design including waveguide design and cooling system design; 
- heat pipe design including casing material of a pipe and cooling medium; 
- heat transfer calculations; 
- EM simulations. 
 
The thesis is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the conceptual design of the pro-
posed system, the design of the cooling system and detailed properties of the terahertz 
radiation for information transmission. Section 3 describes the choice of components for 
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the system. Section 4 demonstrates results of cooling and transmission performance. 
Finally, the last section discusses several conclusions and future research possibilities. 
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2. THE CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 
2.1 The proposed system 
The conventional wired, on-board wireless and proposed designs for communication 
system of the laptop motherboard are conceptually illustrated on Figures 1-3. Figures 
show communication interfaces among various devices residing on or connected to the 
motherboard in addition with cooling system used in modern laptops. The cooling sys-
tem is usually represented by one or several fans and special metallic (typically, copper) 
plates going through a number of main components needed to cool down (usually, CPU 
and GPU). This cooling system is very popular nowadays for laptops, however, not 
enough efficient for the newest models which are too small or too powerful. 
Figure 1 demonstrates the conventional system design with point-to-point wired inter-
face and the described above cooling method. Wires are illustrated conceptually, as 
there are significantly more wires in the real system. The main drawbacks of such sys-
tem are the huge amount of wires, not efficient speed transmission (in the case of buses 
connection) and heat transfer.  
 
Figure 1.  Conventional wired system design. 
Figure 2 shows wireless architecture with chip-to-chip communications between com-
ponents. The cooling system is the same as for the previous case. Such architecture re-
quires significantly lower physical space. However, speed transmission is lower than in 
wired systems and the cooling system is also not efficient. 
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In the case of open space wireless architecture, eﬃcient MAC scheme is required, if all 
interfaces utilize the same frequency band. Alternatively, diﬀerent frequencies could be 
used. The main drawback of this architecture is insuﬃcient bandwidth utilization at the 
air interface. Interfaces of modern computers require extremely large rate characteris-
tics. Considering the connection of hardware components in wired systems, Quick Path 
Interconnect (QPI) and HyperTransport (HT) interfaces used by Intel and AMD, respec-
tively, provide the rates of up to few hundreds of Gbps (400Gbps over 20+20 lanes 
when operating at 3.2GHz), depending on the used clock. QPI developed by Intel is 
used for point-to-point processor interconnect and replaces the front-side bus in modern 
CPUs. HT is a point-to-point link for AMD CPUs interconnection and the associat-
ed Nvidia motherboard chipsets. At the other hand, PCI Express is an interconnection 
bus, allowing the addition of extension cards in the computer. The connection between 
two PCIe devices is called a link, built from one or more lanes. PCIe v4.0 interface 
which was standardized in 2015 oﬀers 15.755Gbps per lane and up to 252.064Gbps in 
16-lanes slots using aggressive 128b/130b encoding [1], [8]. Consequently, the capacity 
of wireless communications at frequencies lower than few tens of GHz is inappropriate 
to compete with state-of-the-art wired solutions. Moreover, the need of licensing a cer-
tain frequency spectrum for this architecture due to interference from other communica-
tions technologies is an additional problem, which may prevent from using the wireless 
scheme.  
 
Figure 2. Wireless system design. 
To cope with the above-mentioned issues, we propose the architecture, presented in  
Figure 3. We assume that heat pipes are going through the main hardware components, 
which need to be cool down and have information to transmit. This design combines 
heat pipes functionality with information exchange between the chips via the same me-
dium. The proposed solution could be classiﬁed as wireless due to the use of so far not 
very well explored 0.1–10 THz frequency band. However, the design is conceptually 
similar to the optical one because of requiring some specific waveguides to enable 
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communications between nodes. Waveguide is a hollow tube where wavelength ap-
proaches the cross-sectional dimensions of the waveguide. The heat pipe works as a 
waveguide to ensure the absence of interference in the communication system. The se-
lected THz band is of special importance, as the system may not require band licensing 
for this special type of communications. On top of this, the eﬀect of THz radiation on 
silicon based equipment is not fully understood. Covering of propagation paths guaran-
teed that this radiation does not aﬀect the functionality of modern computer compo-
nents.  
The casing if the waveguide is metallic. Waveguide’s inner cavity is ﬁlled with speciﬁc 
refrigerant having no absorption lines in the THz band in order to ensure that the propa-
gation of THz waves is not aﬀected by molecular absorption inherent for water and wa-
ter vapor molecules. Therefore, refrigerant should provide two main functions: (i) cools 
down the environment in between communicating components and (ii) ensures optimal 
propagation conditions for THz waves. 
 
Figure 3. The proposed system design. 
It is important to note that the proposed system and optical design are characterized by 
similar drawback. It is the need of complex multiplexers to enable networking between 
more than two components connected directly. Therefore, both systems are best suited 
for establishing point-to-point communications links. When the number of devices that 
need to communicate increases, instead of creating a full mesh network between them, 
one could rely on a star-based architecture with multiplexer at the center. However, in 
addition to just providing communications between components, our system allows for 
cooling of them. How to build the cooling system is described in the next section. 
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2.2 Cooling system design   
There are several possible ways to build the system to cool down the hardware compo-
nents. Modern computer components are already designed to produce very little heat, 
but despite of that cooling is still an important subsystem. At present time, it can be air 
cooling by fans, water cooling including active and passive systems, liquid submersion 
cooling by special oils, phase-change cooling usually by refrigerants, metallic pipes and 
heat sinks and some other methods. These methods are distinguished by the available 
physical space and system complexity, reliability, amount and speed of cooling, noise, 
price, and other characteristics. The short description of the major methods is presented 
below. 
The most popular approach is air cooling and, first of all, computer fans. A fan can be 
installed for the whole case of the computer or be dedicated to a specific component 
such as CPU, graphics card, chipset. Less commonly, fans are used for hard drive, opti-
cal drive, expansion slot or RAM. The most common type are axial-flow fans. They 
have blades that force air to move parallel to the shaft about which the blades rotate. 
Other used types are centrifugal and cross-flow fans. Centrifugal fans are usually quiet-
er than axial fans of the same size and produce more pressure for a given air volume. 
Computer fans can be combined with passive cooling by heat sinks. 
Liquid submersion cooling is done by submerging the computer's components in a 
thermally, but not electrically, conductive liquid. This type of cooling is rarely used for 
personal computers but it is a normal method for large power distribution components 
like transformers, and it is also popular for data centers. The liquid must have low elec-
trical conductivity because it should not interfere with the normal operation of the com-
puter. However, if the liquid is somewhat electrically conductive, it still may be used for 
insulated components. The most popular liquids for cooling are transformer oils and 
other oils. Non-purpose oils, including cook oils, can be used for personal computers. 
Thermoelectric cooling is based on Peltier effect - direct conversion of temperature dif-
ferences to electric voltage and vice versa. Thermoelectric cooling element usually con-
tains two unique semiconductors. One is n-type and the second p-type because they 
need to have different electron densities. The semiconductors are placed thermally in 
parallel and electrically in series: n-p-n-p-n-p. They are joined with a thermally con-
ducting plate on each side. A voltage is applied to the free ends of the semiconductors 
and causes a flow of current across the junction of the semiconductors. This leads to a 
temperature difference. Thermoelectric cooling normally gives up to 70°C between hot 
and cold sides. The more heat moved, the less efficient works the cooling element, be-
cause it needs to dissipate both the moved and generated heat. Peltier junctions give 
only 10-15% of efficiency of the ideal refrigerator, while conventional compression 
cycle has 40–60%. So, thermoelectric cooling is used when pure efficiency is less im-
portant than solid state nature: no moving parts, compact size etc. Other advantages of 
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Peltier cooling are invulnerability to leaks (because there is no circulating liquid) and 
very long life. 
Chip-integrated technique is efficient cooling of the hot spots. Conventional cooling has 
some thermal resistance because the cooling component is placed outside of the hot 
component. Chip-integrated cooling directly cools hot spots within the package of the 
chip. Nowadays, power dissipation at hot spots is over 300 W/cm² while a typical CPU 
is less than 100 W/cm². Chip-integrated cooling is essential for developing high power 
density chips. This technique has two variants: micro-channel heat sinks and jet im-
pingement cooling. 
Soft cooling is done by special software which uses CPU power saving. The software 
issues halt instructions to turn off unused CPU subparts or put them in standby state. 
Another approach is underclocking, also known as downclocking: CPU timing settings 
are modified to run at a lower clock rate. Underclocking can be applied to CPU, GPU or 
RAM. Soft cooling results in lower total productivity but improves user experience be-
cause it prevents from noisier cooling technologies such as fans. Strictly speaking, this 
is not a cooling but a reduce of heat creation. 
There are several approaches that do not require dedicated cooling components or soft-
ware. First, less powerful components can be used. It implements less features (but has 
all required functions) and generates less heat. Next, the same CPU or any other com-
ponent can run with voltage below the device specification (undervolting). The proces-
sor will not function correctly below a certain voltage; however undervolting usually 
does not lead to hardware damage. Digital circuits based on metal–oxide–
semiconductor field-effect transistors use voltages at circuit nodes for representing logi-
cal state. Voltage is switched between low and high. Each node has a certain capaci-
tance. The higher capacitance, the longer it takes to switch between voltages. Higher 
voltage applied to the circuit allows changing node state more quickly which leads to 
faster operations. Undervolting, from the other hand, reduces this operation frequency, 
but also reduces temperature and cooling requirements. 
Considering the proposed transmission design, the system should work with cooling 
fluid, possibly, refrigerants, and have metallic casing of a pipe in order to serve as a 
waveguide. 
The phase-change cooling system uses freons and other refrigerants. However, such 
system is not suitable for our purpose, as it requires powerful system to cool down the 
gaseous refrigerant to the liquid state. Besides, phase transition from liquid to gaseous 
state and vice versa leads to heavy condensation and requires proper insulation of the 
components’ surfaces and, hence, makes impossible the installation of antennas for the 
transmission purpose. 
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The system served for our purpose can be built by combining the liquid active cooling 
system and heat pipes. Heat pipe is efficient though expensive technique. Heat pipe rep-
resents a hollow tube with heat transfer liquid inside. Material of a tube should have 
high enough thermal conductivity and be compatible with the working fluid. Usually, 
copper or aluminum is used. At the hot end of a pipe, liquid turns into a vapor absorbing 
heat from a hot element, vapor travels to the other end of a pipe which is cooler so that 
the vapor condenses giving up its heat and turns into a liquid again. Liquid circulates in 
the pipe by means of gravity or capillary effect. Such systems are used where physical 
space is limited (e.g. laptops), or right on the components (e.g. for CPU cooling). How-
ever, this system alone does not suit our design, as it works with two-phase state of a 
medium while we work only with gaseous state of the refrigerant. Thus, the idea of 
working process of a heat pipe should be taken and combined with the liquid active 
cooling system. 
Liquid cooling is an inversion of a scheme of an insulated component submerged into 
water. It is highly effective since water has high specific heat capacity and thermal con-
ductivity in compare to air. A typical (active) liquid cooling system consists of a water 
block, a water pump, a reservoir, a heat exchanger (radiator) and connected pipes (see 
Figure 4). A pump serves for circulating of a working fluid. A water block takes out the 
heat from the cooled element to the working fluid. It can be mounted on the CPU or 
additional components as GPU and northbridge. A reservoir is needed for compensation 
of thermal expansion of the liquid, increasing the thermal inertia of the system and im-
proving the ease of filling and draining the working fluid. A heat exchanger serves to 
move heat from a working fluid into air. Usually, it uses a radiator with a fan attached. 
In order to cool the circulating fluid below the ambient air temperature, liquid cooling 
system may use:  i) thermoelectric cooling – systems, where liquid is cooled directly by 
the evaporator coil of a phase change system, or ii) to place a thermoelectric element 
called Peltier junction between the heat-generating component and the water block. The 
major shortcoming of liquid cooling are the potential coolant leak and overall complexi-
ty. 
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Figure 4. Typical water cooling system. 
For our design, presented in Figure 5, we need some heat exchanger (the exact model is 
out of the scope of this thesis) and a pump. Instead of usual polymer tubes, we use our 
heat pipes with metallic casing, which contact directly with the heat-generating surface 
instead of water block usage. A reservoir is not necessary anymore, as we work only 
with gaseous state of a fluid. As the result, the system becomes simpler and could even 
be used in laptops. However, it is still could be the need in connecting a heat exchanger 
or a pump outside the laptop, depending on the exact model design.  
 
Figure 5. Proposed cooling system. 
Concluding this, the cooling system we proposed is not such complex and massive as 
usual water cooling systems and could be even build-in a laptop, being at the same time 
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more effective than existing heat pipes alone. However, some difficult issues should be 
solved in future: 
 proper model of a heat exchanger to cool down the refrigerant below the ambi-
ent temperature, as the existing solutions does not suit; 
 careful design of the whole system in order to avoid leakage and condensation in 
the places of connection as well as in the transmitter and receiver installation 
spots; 
 appropriate dimensions of the system in order to utilize it in laptops, not only 
personal computers or data servers, where space is not very limited. 
In order to use this system with information exchange function, the pipe pieces should 
be straight and have point-to-point transmitters at the end of these pieces. The function-
ality of a pipe piece is presents in the section 2.4. Before that, the channel communica-
tions frequency should be chosen in order to understand characteristics of a waveguide.  
2.3 Channel communications frequency  
Channel communications for the chip-to-chip interconnections via waveguides should 
have wide bandwidth in order to provide reasonable capacity. Typical for the present 
communications MHz frequencies are hardly suitable for the proposed application as it 
offers only tens or, in the best case, hundreds of Mbps due to very limited available 
bandwidth. The other way is the use of millimeter (mm) waves. Mm-waves lay in the 
frequency range 30 – 100 GHz (10 – 3 mm, correspondingly) and utilizes for point-to-
point communications and intersatellite links. However, only a few sub-bands are avail-
able for communications: 38.6 – 40 GHz, 57 – 64 GHz, 71 – 76 GHz, 81 – 86 GHz and 
92-95 GHz. The sub-band 38.6 – 40 GHz is used for high-speed microwave data links. 
The 71-76, 81-86 and 92–95 GHz sub-bands provided for point-to-point high bandwidth 
communications do not have effects of oxygen absorption; however, transmitting li-
cense in the United States is required for them. Data rates at these frequencies could 
achieve up to 10 Gbps, except the 92 – 95 GHz band where a 100 MHz range has been 
reserved for space-borne radios limiting a transmission rate of under a few Gbps. The 
promising communications band is 57 – 64 GHz as it has the highest available band-
width of 7 GHz wide. However, at these frequencies signal is severely attenuated by the 
oxygen molecules limiting total available bandwidth. Absorption loss is maximum at 60 
GHz. Still, transfer rate is up to 7 Gbps at the distances up to 10 m (standardized by 
IEEE 802.11ad). All sub-bands except 57 – 64 GHz band are licensed in the United 
States. Unlicensed type of communications is preferable for the proposed application. 
Nevertheless, such data rates being much better than in any system below 5 GHz is not 
sufficient for the channel capacity of the proposed system and, moreover, mm-wave 
range is essentially undeveloped and available for use in a broad range of new products 
and services. 
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The next available frequencies are THz range between 100 GHz – 10 THz and fiber 
optics in the range approximately 180 – 330 THz. Optical frequencies allow having ex-
tremely high capacity. However, they have a number of drawbacks for our particular 
application: 
 require special equipment not appropriate for the proposed waveguides; 
 not easy to generate the signal; 
 high signal attenuation (in the open space communications); 
 difficult to combine with the cooling system. 
The best choice for the channel communications is the THz frequency range as it allows 
having enough high data rates (up to a few Tbps) due to extremely wide bandwidth (al-
most 10 THz) and is applicable in the proposed waveguides. Besides, THz communica-
tions is not regulated yet and, thus, band licensing is not required. 
2.4 System model  
For the system model we analyze a straight piece of a heat pipe of length l and diameter 
d with refrigerant inside. 3D model, shown in Figure 6, is designed (and further ana-
lyzed) in COMSOL Multiphysics. The terminator at the entrance injects refrigerant at 
the constant ﬂow rate rI and constant temperature tI. Flowing through the channel, the 
refrigerant absorbs the heat from the environment via metallic walls having a certain 
thermal conductivity. Then the heated refrigerant is taken out at the end of a pipe.  
 
Figure 6. 3D model of a piece of a heat pipe. 
The terminators at the both ends also have transmitter and receiver of THz radiation (see 
Figure 7) responsible for communications between components of interest. The problem 
of creating THz emitters have been extensively addressed in the literature with a num-
ber of prototypes available. The most common principle is to use laser to irradiate a 
certain semiconductors. The size of these antennas could be built small allowing inte-
grating them into future components. Optimal performance of the system and the choice 
of particular sub-band in 0.1-10 THz range of frequencies depend on the choice of sys-
tem components. To provide description of the system we have to specify: (i) the type of 
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refrigerant, (ii) the type of medium used to create a pipe’s casing. Since the choice of 
these materials strongly depends on the properties of signal propagation at the THz fre-
quencies, the next chapter provides the necessary description of them. 
 
Figure 7. Conceptual illustration of signal propagation inside a heat pipe. 
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3. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF TE-
RAHERTZ RADIATION 
3.1 General description 
The terahertz range refers to electromagnetic waves with frequencies between 100 GHz 
and 10 THz and wavelengths between 3 mm and 30 μm, correspondingly. It is also 
known as the submillimeter band due to millimeter and shorter wavelength. 
The electromagnetic spectrum is shown in Figure 8. The sources for the lower frequen-
cies, including radio-waves and microwaves, are based on electric generation controlled 
by the conventional transport of electrons. At these frequencies, most dielectric materi-
als are transparent what makes possible radio reception and cellular telephony. Imaging 
applications such as radar has the resolution on the order of the wavelength and is usual-
ly limited to a few centimeters. 
Higher frequencies in the spectrum lay in the optical range, including infrared radiation, 
visible light, and ultraviolet radiation. In this frequency range the light is generated by 
quantum transitions mostly by using lasers, which can form very high intensities. EM 
radiation in this range propagates in free space according to the geometrical optics laws. 
Thus, many materials are opaque, and optical radiation is strongly scattered by dust, 
fog, or grains in heterogeneous materials. 
THz radiation falls in between these two regions (microwave and infrared radiation). 
Since it represents the transition between the electric and photonic sources, EM radia-
tion in the THz range can be generated both ways. However, typical devices for genera-
tion and modulation used for radio- and microwaves are not suitable for THz waves 
and, thus, new devices and techniques are need to be developed. The development of 
modern microfabrication techniques, as well as the capability to produce structures on 
the order of a few tens of micrometers in electronic and hybrid optoelectronic devices, 
is important for the development of THz sources and receivers [6]. 
Similarly to infrared and microwave radiation, THz waves travel in a line of sight. Op-
posite to the X-rays, THz radiation is non-ionizing and similarly to microwaves it can 
penetrate a wide variety of non-conducting materials. THz radiation is transparent for 
paper, cardboard, wood, clothing, plastic and ceramics, reflects from metals and cannot 
penetrate water. The penetration depth is less than that of microwave radiation and de-
pends on the particular frequency. Such fact also allows building a few micrometer thin 
mirrors for the THz signal generation in time-domain spectroscopy. 
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Figure 8.  THz band in the EM spectrum. 
Finally, particle scattering causes strong attenuation increased when the particle size is 
near to the wavelength of EM radiation. This fact explains THz propagation through the 
dust. The energy of a THz photon is on the order of a few milli-electronvolts and is 
equivalent to temperatures below 70 K. Therefore, semiconductor-based detectors 
should be cryogenically cooled. Thermal radiation which generates a lot of background 
noise is the main source for THz radiation [6]. 
3.2 Signal propagation in the THz band 
Nowadays, the THz band, 0.1-10THz, is already used for various purposes including 
imaging, spectroscopy, remote gas sensing, etc. First studies of THz band for wireless 
communications appeared in the beginning of 2000s showing that using the directional 
transmission, the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) could be very high. Nevertheless, 
there was only slight progress in THz communications so far. The reasons for slow 
adoption are due to complex way to generate THz waves and special propagation prop-
erties at these frequencies. 
The major shortcoming of communications at THz frequencies is the strong absorption 
through the atmosphere caused by water vapor molecules. Water molecules absorb THz 
radiation due to molecular rotations and vibrations. These rotation and vibration posi-
tions imply absorption lines where the radiation is absorbed more (Figure 9). Therefore, 
the important issue for the proposed application is to design the system such a way in 
order to minimize the effect of absorption. 
Recently, researchers started to support the use of THz band for ultra-broadband board-
to-board networking. It was stimulated by the recent progress in materials science and 
associated research on graphene THz antennas. However, the application of THz band 
communications was considered to be limited to extremely small distances on the order 
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of few millimetres. The reason is that, to achieve high data rates (e.g. few Tbps) the 
authors usually suggest to use the entire band, 0.1-10THz. To understand principal limi-
tations of this approach consider the link budget: 
 (1) 
where PRx  is the power spectral density (p.s.d.) of the received signal, PTx  is the p.s.d. of 
the transmitted signal,         is the loss caused by molecules absorbing THz radiation 
when a wave travels in the medium,          is the free-space propagation loss. In addi-
tion to the losses in (1), the received signal at the receiver is affected by the molecular 
absorption noise as molecules re-emit a part of the absorbed energy back to the channel. 
3.2.1 Molecular absorption 
As it was said above, molecular absorption loss         is caused by vibrating and ro-
tating modes of molecules. Such molecular absorption occurs when the resonant fre-
quency of the internal vibrational mode of a molecule matches with the EM wave fre-
quency of a signal. At these frequencies molecule absorbs EM radiation and converts it 
into kinetic energy. Bond structure, spatial orientation and other physical properties of 
the molecule define its ability, which is determined by the absorption coefficients, to 
absorb EM energy. Molecules of water and water vapor are the main source of absorp-
tion in standard environment.  
Absorption loss is determined as follows: 
                ,                (2) 
where f is the operating frequency, d is the distance between the transmitter and the re-
ceiver and τ is the transmittance of the medium [10]. Transmittance of the medium can 
be modeled as exponential function following the Beer-Lambert law: 
                             ,              (3) 
where K( f ) is the overall absorption coefficient. It is calculated by summing up the 
individual absorption coefficients,     , of molecules of a single isotopologue I of gas G. 
Individual absorption coefficients are estimated as: 
                          ,               (4) 
where    is the  standard pressure and    is the standard temperature,  p and T are the 
pressure and temperature of the medium, respectively,     is the volume density of 
molecules, and      is the cross-section absorption [4]. The volume density and the 
cross-section absorption are determined as: 
               ,                (5) 
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )Rx Tx P AP f d P f d L f d L f d  
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                   ,                 (6) 
where    is the Avogadro constant equal to 6.02·10
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  mol
-1
, R is the gas constant  equal 
to 8.31 J/K·mol,       is the linear absorption intensity, and      is the form of the spec-
tral component. Parameters      and      are presented in [7] and analytically estimated 
in [10]. If special pressure-temperature conditions are pointed, additional corrections for 
     are required. First, the resonant frequency of each isotopologue I should be defined. 
Besides, absorption increases when pressure increases jointly with linear increasing 
frequency. However, this affect is almost negligible for         with the common pres-
sure variations. 
The important feature of the molecular absorption is that it is a highly frequency selec-
tive process. Due to molecules peculiarities implying its physical properties, the absorp-
tion could be negligible at some frequencies and very high at other frequencies resulting 
on the radiation capability in the extremely small communication range. Addressing the 
equation (4), absorption coefficient K( f ) does not depend on distance d, however, the 
absorption loss,        , does depend on the distance, via (2) and (3). Thus, in order to 
provide the minimum absorption loss with long distance, K( f ) should be at minimum. 
Consequently, the medium of the propagated signal should have as less absorption lines 
in the considered band, 0.1 – 10 THz, as possible in order to provide the best communi-
cations characteristics. 
3.2.2 Free Space Propagation 
The next important parameter affecting the received signal is the free-space propagation 
loss which is determined as: 
                 
 ,                (7) 
where f  is the operating frequency, d is the distance between the transmitter and the 
receiver, and     is the speed-of-light in the certain medium (for open air     3·10
8
 
m/s.). According to this equation, when the frequency increases it results in quadratic 
increase of the free-space propagation loss. If absorption coefficients in the particular 
medium are minimum and, consequently, absorption loss is not the dominating factor in 
the path loss, then the free-space propagation loss becomes the main factor limiting the 
coverage area of the transmitter. Thus, in order to minimize the free-space propagation 
loss, one should use lower operating frequencies or lower transmission distances. 
Figure 9 shows the overall loss including molecular absorption and free-space propaga-
tion loss in the air for distances d = 0.1 m and d = 1 m, with 1.8 % of vapor and standard 
temperature-pressure conditions (T = 273 K, p = 760 mmHg). Figure demonstrates that, 
the main limiting factor for the medium with water molecules is molecular absorption 
loss. However, medium with no absorption would allow to utilize the whole frequency 
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band leading to ultra-wide band communications where the only free-space propagation 
loss presents. Alternatively, the medium with minimum clearly distinguished absorption 
lines could also be applicable; though, in this case, the frequency band will be divided 
into sub-bands allowing to have lower data transfer rates. 
 
Figure 9. Overall loss (propagation and absorption) in the 0.1-3 THz band. 
3.2.3 Molecular absorption noise 
As it was said, molecules absorb EM radiation and convert part of it into kinetic energy. 
At the same time, part of this absorbed energy is re-emitted in the channel, generating 
the so-called molecular absorption noise. The p.s.d.         of molecular absorption 
noise can be written as: 
,               (8) 
where    is the is the Boltzmann constant,         is the equivalent molecular absorp-
tion noise temperature expressed via transmittance of the medium, τ(f,d), as         = 
T [1-τ(f,d)] and having maximum at approximately -204dB/Hz, NB is the thermal noise 
that is constant for 0.1-10THz range [4].  
Figure 10 shows power spectral density of molecular absorption noise in the air for dis-
tances d = 0.1 m and d = 1 m with 1.8 % of vapor and standard temperature-pressure 
conditions (T = 273 K, p = 760 mmHg). One can observe that molecular absorption 
noise has the similar behavior with the absorption loss as it has significantly lower val-
ues at some frequencies than at the others. Having maximum of the transmittance of the 
medium at approximately -204dB/Hz could result into very high noise power when the 
system applies a very large channel bandwidth. 
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Figure 10. Molecular noise in the 0.1-3 THz band. 
Concluding the above-mentioned properties, the overall losses and molecular noise 
shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 highlight that the use of the whole range 0.1-10 THz in 
the standard air environment can only provide communications at extremely small dis-
tances (up to few millimeters) as the signal gets quickly absorbed by water vapor. While 
the molecular absorption and noise play important roles when either the whole THz 
band (0.1-10THz) is used for communications or low transmission energy is of interest 
(e.g., less than 10e
-18
W) their effects becomes negligible in the air channel. Thus, in 
order to avoid significant effects of molecular absorption and noise and get the best pa-
rameters at the receiver, the medium of a channel should have no absorption or have as 
less as possible. 
3.3 Communications characteristics 
THz communication means effective data rates exceeding 1 Tbps (typically on an opti-
cal carrier). Although eventually greater bandwidths can be obtained at optical wave-
lengths with point-to-point optical communications, communications at the THz fre-
quency range is more attractive due to a number of reasons including the availability of 
the frequency band and the unlicensed communications bandwidth [6].  
3.3.1 Capacity 
Assuming that the transmitted signal and the total noise are Gaussian, the capacity C 
can be determined using the classic Shannon approach: 
             
   
                   
   
    
,             (9) 
where B is the channel bandwidth dependent on distance, PTx is the p.s.d. of the trans-
mitted signal,         is the free-space propagation loss,         is the molecular ab-
sorption loss, and         is the molecular absorption noise.  
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Figure 11 illustrates the channel capacity for the 0.1-0.54 THz band as a function of 
distance for three different transmission pulse energies at a standard conditions (T=273 
K, p=760 mmHg, 1.8 % of vapor molecules) [4]. The 0.1-0.54 THz band is taken due to 
negligible absorption in the air. Observing the data, we can notice that even using the 
bandwidth of 440 GHz we can get extremely high capacity of few Tbps at distances up 
to few cm. Higher pulse energy provides higher capacity. 
 
Figure 11. Capacity for 0.1-0.54THz channel. 
3.3.2 Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
Besides capacity, we should also take into account Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) affect-
ing the achievable data rate. SNR presented on Figure 12 is a function of distance for 
three different transmission pulse energies at a standard conditions (T=273 K, p=760 
mmHg, 1.8 % of vapor molecules). The same 0.1-0.54 THz channel is considered [4]. 
Figure shows that distances from one up to few meters are reachable applying SNR = 10 
dB as the lower limit. 
 
Figure 12. SNR for 0.1-0.54THz channel. 
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Concluding the above-mentioned communication characteristics, one can achieve dis-
tance of up to two meters with SNR at least 10dB and the corresponding capacity of 
more than 1Tbps using 10e
-11
 W transmission pulse energy. At slightly smaller distanc-
es even higher capacity is achievable, e.g. using 10e
-11
 W we may provide 6Tbps with 
SNR 35dB at 0.1m. Such short distances are perfectly suitable for the proposed archi-
tecture. Thus, the selected THz frequency band may indeed be of great use for commu-
nications at short distances potentially providing extremely high data rate in almost 
noise-free environment. The values of capacity and SNR reported above could be in-
creased even further with the use of directional antennas. The main issues ahead are the 
choice of the appropriate medium with no absorption for signal propagation and the 
choice of casing material for a waveguide in order to provide directional transmission. 
They are considered in the next chapter. 
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4. CHOICE OF MATERIAL 
4.1 Cooling medium 
Due to transmission on the THz band, we should consider not only reflections and dif-
fractions of the propagated signal, but also its absorption. Thus, the cooling medium 
should not have absorption lines or have it as less as possible. Water, air or special re-
frigerants can be utilized as the cooling substance in the heat pipe. However, absorption 
of the medium should be taken into account for the information transmission inside the 
pipe. In order to have not significantly attenuated signal, the medium should have as 
less absorption as possible. Water has strong absorption in the terahertz frequency 
range, as well as the air with water vapor. This is the case with water and water vapor in 
the whole 0.1 – 10 THz preventing from their usage as coolant inside the heat pipe. 
However, there are a number of special refrigerants that can be utilized in heat pipes. 
For our purpose, the refrigerants should satisfy the two constraints:  
1) to have as few absorption  lines in 0.1 – 10 THz range as possible;  
2) to have temperature of phase transition between liquid and gaseous states not ex-
tremely low. 
Absorption coefficients for water, air of different humidity (dry air of 0.76 g/m
3
 abso-
lute humidity and humid air of 22.86 g/m
3
 absolute humidity [18]) and refrigerant am-
monia are shown at the standard temperature and pressure conditions (T = 273K, p = 
760 mmHg) on Figures 13 – 16 [7]. It can be seen that water has exceptionally strong 
absorption in the full considered THz band. Air has a lot absorption lines as well due to 
the presence of water molecules. One can also observe that dry air and humid air have 
approximately the same absorption spectra, which are distinguished only by the value of 
absorption coefficients. This is again mostly due to the presence of water molecules, 
contents of which is sufficiently less in dry air. Though the level of absorption in air is 
significantly less than the level of water, we still cannot use air for the signal propaga-
tion in the THz range. 
On the other hand, ammonia has clearly distinguished absorption lines which can be 
avoided by proper selection of the frequency band. Therefore, refrigerants are more 
suitable for the usage as medium inside the heat pipe.  
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Figure 13. Absorption coefficients for water vs. frequency. 
 
 
Figure 14. Absorption coefficients for dry air vs. frequency. 
 
 
Figure 15. Absorption coefficients for humid air vs. frequency. 
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Figure 16. Absorption coefficients for ammonia vs. frequency. 
There are plenty of refrigerants utilized nowadays for different purposes. Not all of 
them can be freely used due to harmful effect on the environment. We considered the 
most popular refrigerants. Relevant physical properties of mostly used refrigerants are 
summarized in Table 1. These refrigerants were selected taking into account the above-
mentioned constraints - phase transition temperature and absorption in the THz band. 
The considered properties include the presence of absorption lines in 0.1–10 THz band 
[7], real part of refractive index [17], [26], boiling point in Celsius [17], [20] and the 
eﬀect on environment expressed using ODP and GWP indices [5].  
Table 1. Parameters of the refrigerants. 
The first considered parameter is absorption. Concerning to the absorption lines, pro-
pane (C3H8, R-290a) has limitation for the usage in the range below 0.3 THz due to 
significant amount of absorption lines. However, it is also suitable for frequencies 
above 0.3 THz. Ammonia (NH3, R-717) has no signiﬁcant absorption lines below 1THz 
but there are few above, as seen from the Figure 16. There are no absorption lines for 
Refrigerant Absorption in the fre-
quency range 0.1 – 10 
THz 
Refractive 
index,    real 
(n(f)), (gas 
state)  
Boiling 
point  
Impact on the envi-
ronment (ODP, 
GWP)  
Isobutane C4H10  
(R-600a)  
No absorption lines  1.3518 -11.7 oC ODP=0 – negligible, 
GWP=3 – very low  
Ammonia NH3  
(R-717)  
No significant absorption 
below 1 THz 
1.3327 -33.3 oC ODP=0 – negligible, 
GWP=0 – negligible 
Propane C3H8  
(R-290a)  
No absorption lines above 
0.3 THz  
1.2898 -42.1 oC ODP=0 – negligible, 
GWP=3.3 – very low 
Tetrafluoroethane 
CH2FCF3 (R-134a, 
HFC-134a)  
No absorption lines  1.225 -26.3 oC ODP=0 – negligible, 
GWP=1430 - high 
Chlorodifluoro- 
methane CHClF2  
(R-22, HCFC-22) 
No absorption lines  1.256 -40.8 oC ODP=0.055 – signifi-
cant, GWP=1810 – 
high 
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isobutane (R-600a), tetraﬂuoroethane (R-134a, HFC-134a) and chlorodiﬂuoromethane 
(R-22, HCFC-22) and they could be utilized for communications in the whole band. 
For absorbing media, index of refraction is of importance as it influences to the signal 
propagation in time-variant electromagnetic fields. In the terahertz range electromagnet-
ic properties of the signal radiation are frequency-depended and can be expressed 
through the complex index of refraction: 
                ,                                                                                                 (10) 
where real part,      , indicates the phase velocity  or refraction of light in the medium 
and imaginary part,     , describes attenuation due to absorption loss. Imaginary part 
     is also called extinction coefficient and proportionally to the absorption coeffi-
cients,     , introduced previously,  through the relationship:  
              ,                                                                                                     (11) 
where c is the speed of light. 
Real part of the index of refraction,     , (see Table 1) does not drastically vary for 
different refrigerants, therefore it does not have a high impact to the final choice of the 
medium. Imaginary part,     , is determined by the absorption coefficients and, hence, 
there is no imaginary part of the index of refraction if there is no absorption. Otherwise, 
we should use absorption coefficients for imaginary part. 
The next important parameter is the boiling point. Boiling point of the refrigerant is the 
temperature point of phase transition from the liquid to gaseous state. Taking into ac-
count the discussion above, the boiling point is the major factor aﬀecting the ﬁnal 
choice of refrigerant. Higher boiling temperature is more preferable as the heat pipe is 
working only with gaseous state and, hence, there is no need in the powerful cooling 
system to cool the refrigerant. Data is given at the atmospheric pressure. As one can 
observe, isobutane has the highest temperature of boiling point. Ammonia and 
tetrafluoroethane are also suitable comparing with propane and chlorodiﬂuoromethane, 
which have too low boiling temperature for our purpose. 
Finally, when dealing with refrigerants, we always should remember about their effect 
on the environment. Impact on the environment is considered from the point of view of 
the Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP) and Global Warming Potential (GWP), which are 
recognized by the Montreal Protocol. ODP is a relative value that indicates the potential 
of a chemical compound to destroy the ozone layer comparing with the potential of 
chlorofluorocarbon-11 (CFC-11) which is assigned to the reference value 1.0.  Thus, for 
example, a chemical with ODP = 2 is twice more harmful than CFC-11. ODP is usually 
used in combination with GWP. GWP is a measure of the heat trapped in the atmos-
phere by a greenhouse gas. Specifically, it is a relative measure of how much energy the 
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emissions of a gas will absorb over a given period of time relative to the emissions of 
the similar mass of carbon dioxide. The larger the GWP, the more a given gas warms 
the atmosphere compared to carbon dioxide. GWP is calculated over a specific time 
interval, usually 20, 100 or 500 years. GWP of carbon dioxide is standardized to the 
reference value 1. These parameters, ODP and GWP, should be negligible or low for the 
safe use otherwise the usage is limited. ODP is zero for all considered media except for 
chlorodifluoromethane, which has significantly high ODP = 0.55. The use of this refrig-
erant is already sufficiently limited and it is planned to exclude its usage at all by 2020 
year. GWP is not that important as ODP, however, tetrafluoroethane and 
chlorodifluoromethane have quite high values 1430 and 1810 correspondingly what 
prevents their widespread use according to the Montreal protocol. The other first three 
media have very low GWP. Hence, isobutane R-600a, ammonia R-717 and propane R-
290a are the most friendly environmentally refrigerants. 
Concluding absorption, boiling point and impact on the environment, isobutane is the 
most suitable refrigerant for the use in the frequency range 0.1 – 10 THz as it satisfies 
all criteria in the best way. Other refrigerants in Table 1 are listed in the order of prefer-
ence of their parameters. 
4.2 Casing material 
We have two constraints on the choice of casing material: 
 it should absorb as less THz radiation as possible; 
 it should conduct the heat. 
In addition, we assume that inner surface of a heat pipe is very well polished in order 
that no diffraction and scattering occurs with only reﬂection influencing the transmis-
sion. 
Metals and polymers can serve for the casing of the heat pipe. However, polymers are 
transparent and almost dispersionless at THz frequencies and, thus, the transmitted sig-
nal inside the pipe will be dissipated out of pipe instead of to be highly directional. To 
obtain a directional transmission and to force the pipe to serve as a waveguide, metals 
should be utilized as a casing material of the heat pipe due to their high reflectivity. The 
reflectivity of a metal surface is near unity in the considered THz region due to high 
electrical conductivity. Therefore, polished metal surfaces or metal coating mirrors are 
commonly used as THz reflectors [16], [19]. The most commonly used metals for such 
purpose are gold, silver, copper and aluminium. The basic properties of these metals in 
the 0.1–10THz band are summarized in Table 2. These parameters include electrical 
conductivity, σ; skin (penetration) depth, δ, and thermal conductivity, κ. The electrical 
conductivity inﬂuences the reﬂectivity determining how well the signal is reﬂected from 
the inner surface of a pipe. Penetration depth determines the minimum allowable thick-
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ness of the material layer aﬀecting the amount of radiation remaining inside. Finally, 
thermal conductivity expresses the ability of a material to transfer the heat. First two 
parameters influence on the information transmission while the latter one aﬀects the 
cooling eﬃciency. 
Table 2. Parameters of common metals. 
The THz region is usually out of optical phonon resonances. Still, the low-energy spec-
trum tail is a major source of absorption at these frequencies. In general, the dielectric 
response of vibrational modes decays as frequency decreases in the THz region [16]. 
The optical properties at the THz range are well described by the Drude model of elec-
trical conduction in the following form: 
               ,                                                                                                 (12) 
where      is electrical conductivity,   is the angular frequency,   is relaxation time 
and σ0 is static conductivity.  
Due to the fact that the relaxation times of the abovementioned metals are on the order 
of 10e−14s,    is much less than 1. Therefore, the Drude model can be simpliﬁed as 
        [16], [2] showing that the electrical conductivity σ is independent of fre-
quency . Electrical conductivity σ shown in the Table 1 does not drastically vary for 
the common metals. 
Reflectivity of metals at normal incidence has the form: 
                         ,                                                                           (13) 
where                   is the refractive index, depends on relative permittivity 
      and relative permeability       of the given material. Since       is approxi-
mately one for considered metals and independent of the frequency, formula for the 
refractive index could be further simplified as:            .  
The relative permittivity or dielectric constant       is given by: 
                            ,                                                                      (14) 
Metal / property Electrical con-
ductivity (σ), 10
6
  
S·m
-1 
Penetration 
depth (δ) at 1 
THz, nm 
Thermal conductiv-
ity (к), W/(m·K)  
Au 45.2 74.9 308 
Ag 63.0 63.4 407 
Cu 59.6 65.2 384 
Al 37.8 81.9 209 
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where    is the contribution from bound electrons [16],    is the permittivity of vacuum.  
In the THz range            , and thus the reflectivity can be expressed as: 
               .                                                                                               (15)  
Reflectivity of the common metals is shown on the Figure 17. The data is calculated 
using equation (15). One can observe that reflectivity insignificantly decays from unity 
with increasing frequency and nearly equal for all these metals.  However, silver and 
copper have the highest values of electrical conductivity and, respectively, reflectivity. 
Thus, considering the reflectivity, silver and copper are the best metals for our applica-
tion. 
 
Figure 17. Reflectivity vs. frequency for Cu, Ag, Au and Al. 
The thickness of a metal or metal coating is also should be taken into account. In order 
to achieve maximum reflectivity for a given metal, the thickness of the metal layer must 
be at least two penetration depths, δ at the frequency of the incident beam [19]. Penetra-
tion depth or skin depth is the attenuation length of exponentially decaying electromag-
netic ﬁeld when the wave is incident on a conductor and expressed as: 
        ,                                                                                                               (16) 
where        is the magnetic permeability,    is the permeability of vacuum. 
The penetration depth is less than 100 nm at 1 THz for common metals (see Table 1). 
Thus, a few-micron-thick layer is sufficient for a reflector [16].  
The next important parameter for selected materials is their thermal conductivity, k, 
which determines the ability of a medium to conduct the heat. Materials of high thermal 
conductivity are more preferable to be used in the heat sink applications as they allow 
taking out more heat. Thermal conductivity of common metals is shown in the Table 2. 
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As one can observe, the best heat conductors are silver and copper, while aluminium has 
the lowest value. 
Concluding all the above mentioned requirements for the casing material, we can notice 
that the silver is the best choice. However, silver and gold are expensive metals as we 
are going to use only pure metal as the casing and not metal coating. Taking into ac-
count the price of metals, copper has also good parameters and is suitable for the mass-
market, thus, it provides the best trade-off between cost and performance. Therefore, we 
use copper as the casing of the heat pipe in our calculations. 
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5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
5.1 Cooling performance 
To evaluate the cooling performance, we consider the problem of cooling a general pur-
pose processor. We assume a modern multi-core CPU, Intel Core i7- 5960x, the ﬁrst 8-
core processor with 22nm fabrication process using Haswell-E architecture with the die 
size of 17.6mm × 20.2mm. Dimensions of the pipe is chosen by considering the size of 
the processor as it should be able to compensate the generated heat energy while still 
maintaining the data transmission towards GPU or memory. 
For cooling analysis we should examine a fluid flow in the channel. Two types of flow 
could be occur in the pipe depending on the velocity of the fluid: laminar ﬂow or turbu-
lent ﬂow. Laminar flow is a type of fluid (liquid or gas) flow in which the fluid travels 
smoothly in parallel layers, without disruption between the layers or lateral mixing. 
Laminar flow occurs at low velocities. Turbulent flow is a flow regime characterized by 
irregular fluctuations and mixing. The flow has chaotic property changes including low 
momentum diffusion and rapid variation of pressure and flow velocity in space and 
time. The flow speed continuously changes in both magnitude and direction. Laminar 
flow is preferable for the channel as only in this regime we can find exact solutions of 
the fluid motion equations. Besides, turbulent effects may negatively affect the signal 
propagation inside the pipe. Laminar flow tends to occur at lower velocities, below a 
threshold at which it becomes turbulent. Parameter describing the ﬂow regime is the 
Reynolds number   . A ﬂow is in the laminar state if    ≤ 2000. When the liquid with 
kinematic viscosity   (m2/s) ﬂows in a cylindrical channel with a diameter    (m) at a 
rate of   (m/s), the Reynolds number can be calculated as [3]:  
        .                                                   (17) 
The higher coolant ﬂow rate leads to higher heat absorption. However, the ﬂow rate 
cannot be increased inﬁnitely as we need to ensure the ﬂow to be laminar. Thus, we 
estimate the performance of the proposed system by considering the following issues:  
1) defining the ﬂow speed and its effect on the temperature,  
2) temperature effect on the Reynolds number.  
Parameters used in calculations are listed in Table 3, where TDP is a thermal design 
power,    is the heat capacity, ρ is the density and T is temperature in Celsius. Besides 
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the above mentioned processor Intel Core i7- 5960x, we also consider processors Intel 
Core i5 and Intel Core i3 to compare their parameters. 
Table 3. Cooling performance evaluation parameters. 
In order to compare cooling performance, we take water and two refrigerants:  
1) ammonia (gas),  2) isobutane (gas).  
Then we make calculations for all three processors. Both water and refrigerants (gase-
ous state) are based on the same principle of convective heat transfer and thus can be 
analyzed using the same approach. Assuming that the amount of required cooling is 
only on the contact surface of the core and contacting wall of the pipe is thin enough to 
be neglected, we can calculate the heat energy dissipated on the area as [24]: 
                  ,              (18) 
where      is the peak heat energy generated by a core,      is the surface area of a 
CPU,     and     are the contact length and width of the channel with the CPU sur-
face. Then, we can obtain the mass ﬂow rate of the coolant, whose speciﬁc heat capacity 
   is needed to absorb the dissipated heat energy with initial coolant temperature    and 
equilibrium temperature    as: 
                 
      .                                                                             (19) 
After that, we estimate the average speed of the coolant,  , by: 
         ,                (20)  
where    is the density in the channel and     is the cross section area of a channel. 
Parameter Value [Unit] 
TDP (Intel Core i3) 35 [W] 
TDP (Intel Core i5) 65 [W] 
TDP (Intel Core i7) 88 [W] 
Processor Dimension 37.5 x 37.5 [mm
2
] 
Channel Width 0.8 [mm] 
Channel Length 4 [cm]    
Cp (Water) 4185.5 [J/kg K] 
Cp (Ammonia) 2097.2 [J/kg K] 
Cp (Isobutane) 1693 [J/kg K] 
ρ (Water) 998.2071 [kg/m
3
 K] 
ρ (Ammonia) 0.860 [kg/m
3
 K] 
ρ (Isobutane) 2.8265 [kg/m
3
 K] 
T (Water) 20 [
o
C] 
T (Ammonia) -33.3 [
o
C] 
T (Isobutane) -11.7 [
o
C] 
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Finally, in order to ensure that the required ﬂow speed is still laminar, the Reynolds 
number should be calculated by the equation 17.  
The results are obtained by the simulation using MATLAB software. Simulation pa-
rameters presented in this chapter is based on the theoretical calculation using all physi-
cal properties of the corresponding elements and listed in Table 3. 
The calculated results are presented in the Figures 18-21. Figure 18 shows relationship 
between the cooling process and the required flow speed and Figure 19 – between the 
cooling process and the Reynolds number for Intel Core i7. Figure 20 and Figure 21 
demonstrate the results for Intel Core i3, i5 and i7 in order to compare cooling perfor-
mance of the core. 
Considering Figure 18 for Intel Core i7, it shows the relationship between the tempera-
ture of cooling process and the required flow speed of coolant in order to achieve corre-
sponding equilibrium temperature. As it was said, the higher coolant ﬂow speed leads to 
lower processor temperature due to higher heat absorption rate. We see that refrigerants 
are allowed to have higher flow rate than water what proves the effectiveness of refrig-
erants usage. Isobutane has lower flow speed than ammonia due to its chemical proper-
ties. Figure 19 shows the relationship between Reynolds number of continuous phase 
coolants and equilibrium temperature. Black line indicates the border between the lami-
nar and the turbulent regimes. Considering the system with water coolant and the sys-
tem with refrigerants, one can observe, that all coolants’ curves are significantly lower 
than the black line. Therefore, the proposed refrigerants are as suitable to have laminar 
regime as water and, thus, do not have negative effects on the data transmission.  
 
Figure 18. Speed of coolants vs. temperature for Intel Core i7.          
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Figure 19. Reynolds number vs. temperature for Intel Core i7.          
Addressing to Figure 20, we see that the Intel Core-i3 is allowed having lower flow 
speed than the Intel Core-i5 and the Intel Core-i7, while the Intel Core-i5 has lower 
flow speed than the Intel Core-i7. This is due to their TDP. As we see from the Table 3, 
TDP values are 33W, 65W and 88W for the Intel Core-i3, Intel Core-i5 and Intel Core-
i7 correspondingly. Thus, in order to absorb more heat we need higher flow rate what 
we observe on the picture. Addressing to Figure 21 indicated the Reynolds number for 
the all cores, we also can observe that Core-i7 has higher Reynolds number than Core-i5 
and Core-i3, what is a direct consequence of the TDP values. However, all cores have 
essentially lower Reynolds number than the borderline, that means, we can use both 
refrigerants for any core. 
 
Figure 20. Speed of coolants vs. temperature for Intel Core i3, i5 and i7.          
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Figure 21. Reynolds number vs. temperature for Intel Core i3, i5 and i7.          
 
5.2 Transmission performance. 
To observe signal propagation in the terahertz range we utilized frequency-depended 
electromagnetic simulation in the RF-module of the software program COMSOL 
Multiphysics. This software utilizes two types of solvers: implicit and explicit. 
COMSOL mainly uses implicit solvers because they solve system of equations which 
enables to solve almost any task. Time explicit is not suitable for solving our task as we 
should know the time of the stable state of the system in advance. Therefore, frequency 
domain is chosen for the simulation.  
RF-module solves Maxwell's equations using the finite element method with numerical-
ly stable edge elements [21]. Finite element method is a numerical method of solving 
systems of partial differential equations. Domain under the solving is divided into a fi-
nite number of elements. Each element is represented by a set of element equations with 
coefficients equal in the neighbor nodes. Type of approximation function is randomly 
selected in each element. Values of the functions at the boundary of elements (nodes) 
provide the solution. Then, all sets of element equations are recombined into a global 
system of equations for the final calculation using the initial values to obtain a numeri-
cal result. 
Initial Maxwell’s equations are the following: 
           ,              (21) 
          ,                (22) 
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     ,                 (23) 
     ,                (24) 
where E is electric field intensity, D is electric displacement or electric flux density,            
H is magnetic field intensity, B is magnetic flux density, J is current density and ρ is 
electric charge density. 
Under certain circumstances it can be helpful to formulate Maxwell's equations in terms 
of the electric scalar potential V and the magnetic vector potential A: 
     ,                           (25) 
           ,               (26) 
Then wave equation for the magnetic vector potential A, which COMSOL solves, is the 
following: 
    
        
     
  
   
 
  
     
  
  
   ,          (27) 
where    is relative permittivity or dielectric constant,    is relative permeability,   is 
electrical conductivity,    is the permittivity of a vacuum and    is the permeability of a 
vacuum.  
Parameters       depend on the material properties and temperature-pressure condi-
tions. Besides, for time-variant electromagnetic fields in the THz range these parameters 
are frequency-dependent and should be expressed through the complex index of refrac-
tion as it was described in the section 4.1. 
In Comsol Multiphysics we model the heat pipe using isobutane as the transmitting me-
dium and the copper casing for the directional signal propagation. In order to measure 
the signal propagation and reflection inside the tube, the pipe should be considered as a 
waveguide (i.e., wavelength approaches to the cross-sectional dimensions of the wave-
guide) with periodic ports. The first port in the one end of the pipe serves for the excita-
tion of the electromagnetic waves. On the other end of the heat pipe we set the point 
probe measured the value of the electric field. The cross-sectional size of the heat pipe 
is 1 mm and the same for the whole set of experiments where we used frequency sweep-
ing between the range 0.1 – 0.6 THz. For higher frequencies, calculations become more 
complex and require more time for computing or better performance of the computer. In 
addition, for higher frequencies, the cross-sectional size of the pipe should also be 
changed according to frequency in order to satisfy the waveguide requirements. 
Results for the intensity of the electric field on the receiver for isobutane, ammonia and 
water as media inside the pipe are shown in Figure 22 and Figure 23. Figure 22 repre-
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sents results for 10 mm long of the pipe and Figure 23 demonstrated results for 5 mm 
long of the pipe. One can observe that there is a part up to 0.2 THz, where the field is 
very low for all media. It can be due to the fact that the cross-sectional size of the pipe is 
too small for these frequencies and signal does not reflect from walls, but just is attenu-
ated due to distance. As it was said in the previous sections, reflection is important pa-
rameter because multiple reflections make the signal power level stronger at the receiv-
er. For higher frequencies, the wavelength is smaller and suits to the pipe cross-
sectional size. Thus, signal becomes to be reflected from the walls, amplifying the re-
ceived power level. Making the pipe of the appropriate size for each frequency requires 
very high computational performance of a machine, but allows getting more correct 
results. 
It can be seen on the Figure 22, that water has significant attenuation of the signal even 
in the low absorption region of the 0.1 – 0.6 THz sub-band. Thus, we can suppose that 
at the higher frequencies where water absorption is greater, signal would be attenuated 
totally. Ammonia also has attenuation at the first absorption line 0.55-0.6 THz but in the 
region 0.1 – 0.55 THz it has almost the same intensity of the electric field as isobutane. 
Isobutane does not have any absorption in the considered THz sub-band and intensity of 
the electric field of the signal increases insignificantly with increasing frequency. Oscil-
lation shape of curves may be explained by multiple reflections and thus, signal at the 
receiver comes in phase or out of phase as well as the wave-shaping nature of the elec-
tric field excitation and propagation.  
For the shorter pipe, 5 mm long, we were able to calculate the signal propagation up to 
0.7 THz frequencies and results are shown on the Figure 23. Observing the data pre-
sented on the Figure 23, we notice that the length of the pipe does not drastically influ-
ence on the intensity of the signal at the receiver. Besides, results demonstrate that sig-
nal propagated in the ammonia after the absorption line at 0.55-0.6 THz amplifies again. 
It proves the effectiveness of the ammonia usage as the cooling medium in the case of 
careful frequency selection. Signal propagated on water has slight amplifying after sig-
nificant absorption and isobutane still has increasing in the electric field intensity due to 
no absorption. 
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Figure 22. Electric field for 10mm long pipe. 
 
 
Figure 23. Electric field for 5mm long pipe. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this thesis, performance evaluation of joint cooling and information transmission sys-
tem for on-board communications in the THz frequency band is investigated. The sys-
tem design provided both cooling and transmission functionalities is developed. The 
terahertz frequency range, 0.1 – 10 THz, is selected due to its attractive properties. The 
cooling is performed utilizing special refrigerant which does not have absorption lines 
in the considered frequency band ensuring the best possible propagation conditions. 
Two critical decisions – the choice of the cooling medium and casing material – are 
made. 
In Chapter 2, the architecture of the proposed system is elaborated. The totally new de-
sign for the laptop motherboard is suggested and compared with existing wired and 
wireless communications architectures in addition with cooling system. Such design 
represents special heat pipes made from metal and with cooling substance inside. The 
heat pipes are going through the number of major hardware components (CPU, GPU, 
SDRAM) and represent point-to-point communications. In addition, detailed scheme is 
provided from the point of cooling system view. This scheme takes advantages of wa-
ter-cooling system and conventional heat pipes. Finally, properties of a piece of a pipe 
are described for further cooling and transmission analysis. 
The properties of the terahertz radiation are described in Chapter 3. This includes the 
position of the THz frequencies in the spectrum and general properties according to it. 
The major properties of the THz waves including absorption, path loss and molecular 
noise are considered. Finally, communications parameters such as capacity and SNR are 
explored. 
Chapter 4 investigates material properties of the heat pipe including cooling medium 
and casing material. Isobutane is identified to be the most suitable refrigerant for the 
proposed application. This medium does not have any absorption lines in the considered 
frequency band, is characterized by the highest boiling point out of all refrigerants, and 
does not severely affect environment including ozone layer and global warming. For 
casing, metals are the best materials as they characterized by high reflectivity allowing 
for heat pipe to serve as a waveguide. Further, taking into account the need for good 
thermal conductivity and competitive price, copper is chosen for the casing. 
Finally, in Chapter 5, software calculations and simulations have been conducted to 
analyze the proposed design. Calculations for cooling evaluation have been done in 
MATLAB using the presented in Section 5.1 equations. The cooling performance was 
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analyzed using classic heat transfer theory. Further, signal propagation performance in 
the specified heat pipes have been estimated using COMSOL Multiphysics showing that 
these pipes can actually serve as waveguides. The potential rate performance of the sys-
tem could achieve hundreds of gigabits per second due to extremely wide bandwidth 
and short on-board distances. The further research in this area could be the development 
of the signal propagation model for the specified environment and precise systems per-
formance assessment in terms of capacity and achievable data rate. Besides, the detailed 
design of the system including transmitters and receivers with real parameters could be 
the scope of further research work. 
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